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Introduction
Since its inception in 2002, "No one at the
Bridge"
has been a constantly evolving
idea. Of course, this statement applies to most adventures such as this, however, I must
emphasize that it is rare and unusual for a project of this level to have run the amount of
permutations it has over the four-plus years of its making. Sometimes I feel I have
traveled to the depths and then rebounded to hit the stratosphere with all of its
possibilities, and yet at the same time you feel you are only scratching the surface ofwhat
this idea should transmit.
In over 3400 hours of effort, one single person, yours truly, managed to put forth
this little 10-minute animation. That is an accurate number, not an estimate. Stated
another way, ifyou worked a regular full-time job with no vacation, these hours are equal
tol year and 4 months of full time work. Having dispensed this fact, I wish to stress
further that this idea and the project as a whole, has really run a complete and long
distance course. "No one at the
Bridge"
is by no means perfect, suffering the inevitable
twists, turns, and limitations, a one man show is likely to encounter, yet I do feel it has a
certain degree of charm and completeness.
Through the course of 4 job changes, 3 out-of-state moves, a serious back injury,
the passing of our family pets, 2 hurricanes, Ivan and Isabel, the death ofmy father, a
basement flood, and countless computer upgrades and debacles, work has persisted on
this project since I started the first treatment and concept sketches. In all honesty work
has never ceased on this project for any significant period. Though progress was not
optimal during many phases, there was always a consistent push of some kind brewing.
Before anyone asks, yes of course, the above mentioned circumstances and many
more not mentioned, affected the direction and mood of the project. I would be fooling
myself if I denied this, but essentially I feel that my economic and psychological status is
built right into this thesis, and quite frankly I hope it shows, at least I hope it expresses
something true.
Begin theBeginning
In actuality, there is even a precursor to the beginning of this project. It actually
started with a project that had nothing to do with "No one at the
Bridge"
(I'll designate an
acronym "NOAB"). It began with another project that I was working on for a faculty
member. We thought it would make a good thesis, and at first I thought so too. However,
after months ofwork, I took a hard look at things, and felt that my heart was not in this
project. Not only that, but it seemed clear to me, from having gained some industry
knowledge, that in order to make some head way with a demo reel, I was going to need
something more impressive with my thesis. I also felt a desire to tackle certain aspects of
my 3D skills, which were lacking. I know a thing or two about modeling, but I wanted to
challenge myself a bit with character animation, and story. The original project did not
really allow for what I was imagining. I was able to put together another committee, and
started work on a story. Having not even put pen to paper, there I was, already 6 months
behind the eight-all.
In terms of visuals, I was a professional model-maker for over 10 years working
in the Industrial Design field, so I wanted to show my skills as designer and modeler.
Moreover, I needed to create something that was complete, born of a story with
characters and not the other way around. I also wanted to create an atypical 3D project,
which seems harder and harder to do these days. It seems that "3D
geeks"
are expecting
Animae based themes, elves, dwarves, bugs, spaceships and the like. That's not to say
you can't detect some obvious undertones in that direction here and there, but no fucking
dwarves!
So what kind of idea would lead me to where I wanted to go? Well the idea was
inspired by a thought, specifically a fear, that had crossed my mind several times while
driving across the Genesee River. That fear, coupled with past experiences, endless hours
ofbrain storming with peers and committee at all stages ofproduction, 47 iterations later
and there you have it, the entire concept for "No one at the
Bridge."
Concept and Story
Seriously, this concept was developed out ofmy fear of heights, which also
expands to air travel, and yes of course, bridges. More often than not, it seems I find
myself trapped, mid-span, on some rickety bridge in congested traffic or bad weather.
Those things vibrate like crazy when those trucks pass or when the wind picks up. I know
for a fact that the Ballantyne bridge, right on RIT's main thoroughfare, was deemed out of
specification for years before they started to re-build it. Yet everyone crosses these
colossal monsters without a thought to its stability, or without respect to the people that
built them.
Immediately I began to envision the classic footage of the short-lived Tacoma
Narrows bridge, and the spectacular destruction that baffled the engineers who designed
it. The action is riveting, and the intrigue of such destruction seemed like something that
would work in an outlandish 3D animation.
I felt this fear idea had
potential, and the imagery and design
would be easy to conjure up drama,
suspense, and cool camera angles.
However, it lacked a character, and as
I stressed before, I needed to make a
complete story, so I shelved this idea
until a concept of a character could
evolve, but I really felt I had
something here with this bridge concept.
Original story lines were based on a
"dweeb"
character, who was antagonized by
a bridge construction worker. Every day he would try to get across the bridge as fast as he
could before his fear would cause a panic attack. When the construction worker
discovered his fear, he would tease the dweeb and delay the crossing. This idea was
decent, but the characters were not very likable, and the humor just didn't roll. Still, I felt
I should look for humorous ideas, because I wanted people to like it. Little did I know, I
would later abandon the emphasis on humor, because I am just not a "funny
guy"
nor do I
possess a flair for comic timing. Eventually things got more philosophical, which is a
little more true to my being, why be something you are not, right?
After some discussion with committee members I came up with a story about a
lack luster pizza kid or as we refer to him,
"PK."
Pizza Kid was likable and you could do
a variety of things with him. This is really where the story started to develop. We
experimented with him as being both a slacker, and "the
ultimate"
pizza man with a
perfect delivery record. This was something I began to do constantly with all the
elements of the story, I twisted and reversed every idea, just to experiment, and then
decided on which one would work best: perfect pizza kid, lazy pizza kid, dilapidated
bridge, strong bridge etc. I felt I could get a more unique story going if I kept turning the
elements around. With
"PK"
alone I must have come up with at least a dozen scenarios.
With these two things going, I really began work on this bridge idea along with
several other character ideas. It's a frustrating process, it seems that only by some weird




is exactly what I needed. I was thinking of creating an
impossible situation (quite literally). Many of the original Dada artist would experiment
with chance happenings. Kurt Schwitters, for instance, would produce his found object
art with whatever he discovered in the street that
particular day. Many Dada activists would throw
themselves to the idea of chance. They would
create poetry and live acts according to whatever
words would turn up on scraps of scrambled
papers. To them, life was just a series of
uncontrolled possibilities. There was no logic to
life or the things they had seen during the carnage ofWWI. Nothing else could explain
these mind-boggling atrocities, other than the philosophy there is no logic to such
horror,"
therefore this existence must all be based on random chance. Yet sometimes
things do work out. Still could it all be chance?
I actually developed PK to the point of a 3D model, and at that stage I was still
unsure if the bridge idea would fit in with him, but I thought in light of the Dada
~*
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philosophy, I'd put the unrelated elements together. I was really enjoying the process of
this character development and, thus far, I had written several treatments about a cocky
fearless teenaged delivery guy who makes foolish decisions and finds himself trapped on
the bridge. He was either in a rush to deliver the pizza, or he took an unadvised shortcut,
which was the hulking bridge. In some scenarios he has one last chance to make a
delivery or he gets fired, or he is trying to retain a perfect delivery record. The bridge
comes into play as the main obstacle.
These ideas were fairly permanent, and I came up with a bunch of slightly
different scenarios. The story concepts, sketches, and models were underway, and even a
few rough 3D animatics were being produced. Still something was missing, but I felt the
project might get too big if I went further. Needless to say, I had to go the extra miles and
ended up doing so. About three quarters through pre-production, I felt the story needed
another character, the story had good ideas, but it was lacking. We decided that PK
needed a better reason to make his delivery. I experimented with the idea that a teenager,
regardless of how lackadaisical he was, could still be motivated. Perhaps the motivation
could be a rock hero.
I developed a story where per chance, PK would end up delivering a pizza to his
idol, and the bridge would present a barrier on the way to the delivery and eventually
collapse putting the character(s) in great danger. This idea was on the humorous side, but
still had scenes of drama. I developed the rock hero as a cross between a modern-day
rapper, and a 70's rock hero. The rocker would be almost like a phantom, but still provide
enough interest for PK to meet him. This idea had several scenarios as well. It had the
longest tenure, and I felt it was pretty close to completion.
Eventually the rock hero became known as Mass Volume
"MV."
His size and his
larger than life presence warranted the moniker. However, right before rigging and
animation started, I settled on the story, several events inspired me to change the story yet
again. It involved changing the personalities of the characters as well. I felt I needed to
take advantage of the unique elements of the story and to get more philosophical with
what I had. It was also becoming clear that the rock hero version would require more
resources and modeling to produce. This was amajor factor in deciding to head into a
different direction as animation needed to get underway, and on top of that, I was
working remotely with less resources. The change would also help cut down on the
number of sets required, reducing rendering, and modeling times. In the end, by cutting
down, a stronger story was developed.
The rock hero would transform into a mystical guru and play a much larger role in
the story. MV needed to be something other than
"bait."
PK would also be changed,
transforming into naive but likable pizza enthusiast, seeking out a higher calling. The
bridge would be the meeting place for the characters where underlying themes of
crossing to the other side and getting away from the normal grind occur. In legendary
blues style, MV though wild, still retains the role of a guru in the traditional
teacher-
student story-line. The events move slower and much of the humor was dropped, the guru
antagonizes PK to a point, and requests that he deliver pizza to him on the bridge every
night. Though he takes advantage ofPK, he ensures his safety when the bridge eventually
breaks apart. PK, though flustered with his new duty, still retains enough interest, and
complies with his mission of delivering pizzas to the guru. In typical guru fashion, MV
leads PK to a degree, but ultimately the choice is his to make, the guru will not make the
decision for him. PK must summon the courage to cross over to the "other
side."
This is
the story presented in my thesis.
The title I chose, "No one at the
Bridge,"
resonates a feeling of isolation.
Someone should be at the meeting place, but in reality, no one is there to make contact.
The title is actually stolen, it is an obscure reference to part of a song on a
70'
s album by
rock artists, Rush, "Caress of
Steel"
-fitting, right? I like the title because it reflects the
idea that ifyou want to do something, make a move,
complete the mission; no one is going to do it for you. You
might find help here or there, but ultimately it is ourselves
that make the decisions, we have to do it pretty much on
our own. Through my struggle to complete this project, I
certainly felt that theme pass through me, I was needing to
move this small mountain pretty much on my own with all
the doubts, fears, and frustrations that my characters experienced. I felt like I have lived
this story through the course ofmaking this project. Really, no one was at the bridge, and
I had to get across it, essentially on my own.
*
Caress of Steel, Rush, courtesy of Poly-gram records, and http://www.rush.com
Pizza Influence
I am sure this concept will be repeated when I cover character design, but I have
heard it said many times in animation, that you tend to animate yourself. As humans, we
know what we know, so the first thing an animator gravitates to is how they act and react
in certain situations. We animate our persona, and we draw upon our own experience.
What tends to be created is a unique vignette ofhow each artist see how things should
transpire. When I look back on this project, I can see an amalgamation ofmy past
experiences, coming through all the designs and the environments.
Though "Pizza
Kid"
is a composite ofmany different people, it is no coincidence
that I easily accepted him as a pizza deliveryman. Pizza is a significant part of
"NOAB"
and this inspiration stems from the town where I am from. It is not the first time I have
fallen back on a pizza related project, it just always seems like a fun idea. A close friend
once commented, "Jeff, you are obsessed with
pizza,"
I laughed because there is some
truth to that. I am not afraid to admit it, I am a pizza fanatic. I grew up in a town where
over a dozen independent pizza shops thrive on a very small population (approximately
12,000). The first and most famous Pizzeria, Pontillos, was established in 1947 in my
home town. Back then, it's hard to believe, but most people did not even know what
pizza was, unless you were from New York City. Pontillos now has several other
locations in the Western NY area, but few know the original Pontillos started in Batavia
New York almost 60 years ago. Many of the other pizzerias in town were started by pizza
makers, who learned the trade working for Pontillos.
At one time while I attended a local community college, I worked at a small
pizzeria in town. I only substituted as a deliveryman when we had drivers that were out,
however, during my short tenure I did endure all the stereotypical rigors ofpizza
delivery. A local independent film maker captures these idiosyncrasies in a film entitled
"Drivers
Wanted"
('97-2006 Pillen's Farm Pictures') Who doesn't love pizza? Certainly, I
simply used the lure ofdelicious toppings as the recipe our hero loves, and our
Buddha-
belly guru is seemingly addicted to.
Goals
My list of goals when I started this project:
1) Challenge myselfwith story and character animation.
2) Create a unique setting and unusual environment.
3) Showcase my modeling and lighting skills for a demo reel.
4) Create a thesis project that pushes the bar in our program.
5) Mimic, to the extent ofmy resources, an industry process for production.
6) Gain new knowledge about all the aspects of 3D animation production for
possible teaching in the future.
7) Create a project that will be entered into various animation festivals.
8) Oh yeah, I guess I get my degree if I finish this thing too, right?
I feel that one reason a person might attend grad school is to expand and to reach out
into areas that are beyond your normal profession. I feel I have good experience in the
realm of design and modeling. As I mentioned, one ofmy goals was to create a somewhat
lavish showcase of those skills. However, I have never been comfortable with story
telling, animation, and all the technical aspects of character driven animation, issues such
as the rigging, weighting, texturing, and the entire biped character development process.
My experiences as a designer and model-maker set my comfort level to a high degree
with
"nouns"





so to speak. Even though I was not skilled, or at all knowledgeable about
characters, I could see the benefit ofbeing able to communicate ideas through a story,
leveraging the emotions, struggles and triumphs ofvarious characters. It became apparent
to me that the most successful projects I had seen at school were the ones that had a good
balance of all the aspects of animation. In fact, projects that just contained characters and
a simple story idea felt more complete and successful. I struggled with these issues with
my first two projects, but I became determined to get the mix right with my thesis project.
I have been able to migrate my industrial design skills to CGI sets, props, and
environments, but I really wanted to learn and improve my animation skills, because I
had seen audience reactions to holistic and well-rounded presentations. I wanted a well-
balanced project so I declared this as a goal to challenge myself on this issue, and move
beyond my comfort zones.
In a strange way goal number 3 and number 6 may be at odds with each other, I
am trying to accomplish both elements. Most industry professionals would advise you to
put a demo reel together that demonstrates a specialization ofyour best skill. They are not
interested in an entire short animation they prefer demonstrations of technical skills not
complete stories. Though I understand the value ofwhat studios need, our program at the
School ofFilm and Animation, leans strongly toward completed works based on
communication, and story telling. Though it's a different philosophy it certainly also has
its advantages. If you can be a
"generalist"
it is possible to gain a good perspective on the
entire animation process, and this is good ifyou want to teach, which I am thinking later
in my life would be a great benefit. Having taught at the secondary level before, I feel a
strong thesis project would allow me to attain valuable knowledge of all phases of the
production.
In a way, trying to accomplish both goals creates a huge amount of labor and a lot
ofpressure on one person, but as I stated before, I feel that the strongest and most
impressive work is a complete idea, which contains a well balancedmix of elements,
helping to contribute to the story itself. Though in the industry it is preferred that you
specialize in a certain area of the field, I felt it was an advantage forme to attain some
knowledge about the entire process of animation. I do need to demonstrate my modeling
and lighting skills via demo reel and website because I'd like to work as an
environmental artist at a studio. I also want the option to teach either while working or
full-time later in my career. No one at the Bridge needed to be a diverse and far-reaching
project in order to fulfill both of these goals.
Thinking Industry
In regard to goal number 5, 1 wanted to approach this project with an industry
standard methodology and not a typical
"student"
approach. Generally speaking, industry
professionals do not take typical student work too seriously and is generally considered
less impressive than samples of industry work. Student films suffer from quality issues,
some of them are related to resource problems and some are related to organizational
problems. Having worked in the Industrial Design industry we would continually see the
10
same problems with portfolios, and these same issues flared up when reviewing demo
reels when I worked as a 3D artist.
I was fortunate to attain work as an environment artist and digital lighter at a
small Studio in Rochester, Red Eye Studios. The studio was small, and they implemented
some procedures that may not seem like a big deal at first glance, but really had a big
impact on how things were put together with the end product. The studio was not big
enough to totally leap beyond what a person could do alone on a single workstation, but it
was big enough to need a proven industry process to compete and deliver its product for
the game industry. It was just the exposure I needed, and I paid close attention to how
things were done. By sticking to this industry proven process I was able to put together a
legitimate system and character rig, which I followed stringently. I had to follow this so
that the results would meet my expectations for the demo reel. I wanted to feel like my
thesis was a legit credential, and not just another student project.
Some of the specific techniques I borrowed were the character LOD (level of
display) set up, andMel script switches for character animation. I stress that I did not
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LOD buttons for character resolution
The rendering process, at least on the projects I worked on, still used theMaya
default render, which some say is limited, however, I learned that a lot can be
accomplished with it by way of layer passes and compositing. I also adopted the node
compositing package, Digital Fusion. Node based compositing is widely used in the
industry and has tremendous advantages verses time-line packages, such as Adobe After
Effects. Still the most prevalent, and often overlooked aspect of creating a project like
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this was simply the organization of how things were produced, and how one step flows to
the next step of the process through a cascade of events. Organization and sticking to that
organized plan no matter what, is key to making a quality production and this is the most
valuable thing I learned from working in both industries. This is a major key to getting
your production to rise above a typical student work.
The bar
While attending this institution, I have had the opportunity to see many graduates
screen their projects. Over the course of time as technology changes and the program
matures, the quality ofwhat is produced tends to go up as well. A fellow grad student
frommy class single handedly produced an outstanding work, and set the bar so to speak.
I have watched his film several times, and I felt that in order to get exposure and make
headway in the job market, that this was the level ofperformance that had to be achieved.
I took note of this success, I felt
"NOAB"
would have to be every bit as good, that does
not mean a
"copy"
ofwhat was done, but an animation that would rank high among the
various projects produced here at RIT.
What 's a Festival?
As I have mentioned several times in this paper, I come from a background that is
quite different from filmmaking. When you get into new territory such as this, there are
many areas that are
"alien"
to me, totally new territory. One of these areas is promotion,
and the animation festival circuit. I must admit I lack the experience of applying and
12
sending to festivals, honestly up to this point, I never felt I had anything worthy of
sending to festivals, and certainly in my previous career, this "festival
phase"
just simply
does not exist. This issue is related to setting the
"bar"
in a way. I don't see the point in
screening less than worthy material. Ifmy name is on it, then it had better be an
animation thatwill help promote something positive. Certainly this is also related to my
points about quality. My
"naive"
plan is to follow the submissions ofmy colleagues, who
have already submitted to festivals and have experience in these matters. It pays to have
good graduate friends, a plus for diversity. I hope to gain entry into Ottawa film fest, and
the local High Falls fest, and the much-touted South by Southwest, where we have had an
RIT grad win an award for animation. Using an Internet festival-tracking site, I will
submit whenever and wherever possible, and hope for positive results.
13
Character Design
The character development certainly follows the saga of the story changes. As I
changed the story, over a long period of time, the characters changed with it. However,
the physical characteristics ofboth characters were fairly solid, having attributes that
worked well with all the changing story ideas. The first character design began with the
idea of creating a
"geek-like"
caricature of a person with a bridge phobia. Though this
idea was quickly scrapped, the idea of a skinny framed main character managed to
survive every iteration. I must emphasize that no story really came to fruition without the
invention of the main character, Pizza Kid, and finally the completion of that story
coincided with the finalization ofMass Volume, the antagonist. I really had no clear idea
ofwhat was happening until PK was more developed.
Pizza Kid's first rendition was
that of a wily teenager with little
common sense upstairs. His physical
attributes were very stylized and lanky.
The design was meant to bring out the
physical actions of crashing, collapsing,
and air-drumming that followed his
obsession with rock music. His mental
status was explained via constant music,
the typical teenage plug-in mentality
took over everywhere he traveled.
Enthralled with the music, PK would pay
little attention to his circumstance or his
surroundings. He made foolish decisions,
cared little about his work
responsibilities, and was obsessed with
his rock idol, Mass Volume, who at the
time was a famous music legend. PK's stylized and very thin physical make-up worked
as an excellent design that allowed for fast animation, awkward poses, extreme
14
movement, and slapstick humor. Little changed with this design idea until months down
the road, when I realized I needed more depth from the antagonist, Mass Volume.
Again, it is impossible to separate the character design from the story changes, so
I have to reiterate the decisions for the changes. One of the most significant modifications
happened as a result ofMass Volume,
"MV."
Mass Volume did not even exist during the
first story ideas. I was persuaded, to stick with a one-character story due to my lack of
experience with character animation. When it became clear that things were not flowing
well with the story, I introduced the rock hero idea. He was a phantom and made few
appearances, he was seen very little. Again I think this was because I was afraid of the
work it would take for a two-character animation. Finally I gave in and realized I needed
the rock hero to play a bigger role for the story to work. Mass volume eventually turned
into an eccentric guru, but still retained his hero qualities, and one of the story ideas from
his rock hero status stuck with the final version. I had planned a scene for a montage, and
in the final version he conveys some advice to the protagonist through a RAP song.
From a physical standpoint I wantedMass Volume to be the exact opposite of
Pizza Kid. I used 70's rock artist "Meatloaf
'
as a guide for the type of character I wanted.
I figured since the antagonist usually brings something "180
degrees"
to the table, why
not make his physical make-up the opposite to help convey those ideas. This had an
unexpected effect that forced me to change the style of PK, though still retaining his
skinny teenage features. In a way this was an unforeseen error on my part, but I feel it
worked out well in the end. I used a real person as the guide for the body and face with
MV, I used orthographic photos, and the caricatured his features a bit. My real model had
a great personality, and I felt his physical stature showed right through. I was very
pleased with the results. However, I got to a point with both characters where I compared
them side to side and noticed a great difference in design style. Since PK was started as a
cartoon on paper andMV was modeled after a real person then caricatured, the styles
diverged too much. It seemed like they belonged in two different animations.
I made one last design change to Pizza Kid very late in development. This
occurred not only as a result of the style difference error, but also as a result of the
changing story. PK matured into a more rational thinking teenager than his out of control
predecessor. PK still retained some characteristics of the bungling personality he
originated from, but in the final he would evolve into a person who was seeking a hero,
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or in this case a guru. With this decision set firm, I decide to change his physical make-up
to match more closely the style ofMass Volume. This was actually a minor change, but it
added a lot more sophistication to his
presence so to speak. Mass volume
transformed into a mystical guru, but I
kept his
"bad-ass"
attitude as he resides
behind sunglasses and a crazy outfit. His
rock star ego shows up in specific shots,
but much like the change to PK, he has
more depth and a deeper purpose than
originally intended.
Rigging
My character rigs and setups
would not impress animation jocks, and
their simplicity was intentional. I cannot
stress enough about how much of a
learning experience the character
animation was going to be forme, so I
wanted to use a simple set up that I could understand from soup to nuts. For a time I was
tempted to use "Final
Rig,"
but I felt I would not be learning the intricate details of
rigging if I decided to use
3r
party rigs. I really wanted to understand the connections
and idiosyncrasies of character setups. Each character has a simple dual skeleton arm set
up to switch back and forth from IK to FK using parented joints. The legs are strait IK
setups with a manual toe roll control. The spine uses spline IK with clusters grouped to
spline vertexes. Though this is a common method, I regret using this technique and would
opt for individual bone control if I did this again. Spline IK deformed the geometry well
for exaggerated moves, but stretched to the extreme when trying to create subtle
movements. I am not afraid to admit that the limits of the rig (or rathermy knowledge of
what you can do with a rig) affected the action in certain shots, but overall it was not too
bad of a compromise.
Earlier, I made reference to a local studio that had their own set up for characters,
and I must point out that though these developments might seem trite, they affect your
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work-flow on a massive scale. Industry influence and approach was key in motivating me
to change character set-ups to this method. I wrote some small MEL scripts and menu
controls that worked much like the methods they used, specifically LOD control and
Character control.
Maya has tools that allow you to control LOD (level of detail) either using
polygon proxy method subdivision surfaces, or the very popular connect poly-shape plug
in. However, they are limited to only two levels ofLOD, and the LOD is controlled by
individual body part or a hidden layer or display technique. These work fine, but
workflow is greatly improved ifyou spend the time up front to hook up your LOD
through menu commands and or hot keys. LODS can be accessed with one stroke and for
each individual character instead of across the board display. For example, if I turn off
show Subdivisions on my display, all Subdivisions are hidden in the entire scene. If I use
layer controls I cannot set other parts to a specific layer and I have to disrupt my flow to
click and find the layer. This is solved usingMEL script.
I decided to useMaya's inherent
subdivisions as the geometry of choice for the
characters. I decided to go this route because
the formula seemed to yield better results in
terms of form verses connect poly shape, no
noticeable differences in rendering times
were observed (olderMaya Subdivisions
would render much slower than Connect Poly
Shape). With this default choice an additional
LOD was created by copying the base
geometry and using poly-reduce and manual
deletion of edges to create an even lower
_j
! resolution geometry set. This was again in
accordance of the Red Eye work-flow. All rough animation and animatics would be
timed out and play-blasted with the very low LOD set. The low-resolution geometry
allows for faster play blasting as these parts are simply parented to the bone system. Fast
rough animation is keyed and this rough animation can now be refined for the final








































used for final animation. This LOD set, which is the base, operates the same way as the
defaultMaya set up. However, each body part associated with the high-resolution
geometry has had its visibility node connected to aMEL command as well for the highest
resolution set.
The three resolutions can now be accessed via shelf icon orMEL hot key. This
allows you to create separate commands for each character. You will not be shutting off
all of the specific geometry types as with a show display method, nor will you need to
browse through layers. This can be done on the fly and even can be animated ifneed be
to accommodate camera positions to maximize render times. You can create as many
individual characters as needed and control their resolutions individually. You need to
spend the time to hook up each body part, but once it's done you can control the
geometry of each character, and ifyou prefer, you can hookup just specific parts to the
character LOD. Ifyou leave this setup "as
is"
with subdivisions, you have to click on
each body part and switch from standard mode to polygon mode. This would just be
impractical. This method worked excellent and I recommend any rigger to try this. The
speed advantage may not be apparent in the beginning but it will make sense once you
start animating. One thing I might forego, is the
1st
LOD set, it may not be needed with
the increasing speed of real-time playback on advanced workstations or if 3D animatics
are not part of the equation.
Much like the method above each character control is accessed by aMEL
command after the controls have been added to a locator node. The MEL select command
is on a button in a character control menu. It's a simple menu that is vertically stacked.
This increases workflow so that you do not have to
"fish"
through nodes, either in the
view-port or through an outliner or hyper-graph. Each character and the VW car has a
simple selection menu that can be activated either with a shelf icon or hot key.
Textures
Each character's textures were created from photos and heavily modified in
Photoshop. Each channel such as diffuse and specular were created based on the same
textures. Nothing special here, just a straight forward Blin with each channel connected
to a texture. The UV mapping was started by making a copy of the geometry and using
poly-average to unfold the undercuts. The UV coordinates were then copied to the real
geometry. The UV copies were saved just in case of changes, and made invisible on
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another layer. There is no need to explain how
tedious this process is if you have done this before.
Tedious, oh I guess that means I should mention the
character weighting process. Sticking with what I
learned at Red- Eye, I decide to use soft bind, which
involves painting weights. Soft bind, though longer
in set up, works better for the type of animation and
the type of deforming that was going to take place in
my film. On my first try, this process took weeks,
but using common techniques such as weighting all




areas really helped. This was all new territory for
me, thankfully I was under heavy guidance from co





The environments and props play a very important role in "No one at the
Bridge."
I wanted the environment to help tell the story, since most ofmy skill relates to this area,
I needed to use all the elements to help communicate things about the world the two
characters live in. At the same time, I had to be on guard that these things did not become
overly intrusive. At times this may occur, but I feel the density was kept in check and it
still kept working to provide that showcase for my demo reel.
The designs were meticulously planned after the treatment phase, and some
designs were made after the animatic stage. I needed to know exactly what each element
was going to do in each scene, particularly the bridge, which was going to need specific
rigging, it was going to have to look dramatic for the camera. Size was a struggle, as
resources limited what could be done with such a large model. In the end, compromises
were made, but I was able to get all the drama and action that was needed.
The Pizza Villa environment sets the tone
for the animation. Its style is somewhat influenced
by Doctor Sues and conveys an idea ofwhat might
happen physically in this world. However, it still
has a decent shade of realism much like a Pixar
design. The characters fit right in with the inverted
angles and machine-like fixtures. A Pizza scanner
and laser guided map-quest display, incorporates
"convenient"
technology which is really right
around the corner in our own world, but the major
shapes and figures seem to send us back to a retro
feeling. I went right from napkin sketches to
modeling with all of the environments, since I had
a good idea about the story, I knew exactly what I wanted to do with backgrounds and
props. I logged hundreds ofhours in this phase, and I did not really lean to a particular
method or geometry type. Everything is a combination ofNURBS, polygons and





made sure the scale of all the objects were in line with each other and the characters.
Certain locator controls were placed at the top of the outliner so as to avoid digging when
animating. Ifyou pay close attention you will notice I tried to avoid static sets, choosing
to animate features like the awnings flapping, and bridge cables swaying in the wind. I
did not want to build everything and have it act like a
"statue."
The vehicle was an interesting
model, it pops out, and although many
car lovers would want you to do more
with it, I had to be careful not to let it get
in the way of the story. Although the
VW is an extravagant model, it merely
remains the vehicle the Pizza kid uses. I
know the
"man-gene"
was hard to keepVW Car Concept Sketch
in check here, but what I found fascinating was the design of the VW car itself. I had
performed tests with a lattice in order to deform it to a more cartoon-like design.
However, most people agreed they thought it worked better in original format. The model
is very close geometrically to a real VW, having worked off ofblueprints, but the car has
such an iconic and colorful presence in and of its own right, that there was no need to
stylize it any further. It amazingly fits right into the sets, and is easy to accept in the
world I created even in its original form.
The model sports its
own controls and menu system
via the same method as the
charactermenus. Another
technique I learned through
Red Eye Studios was the vector
control. This was rigged with a
follow path setup where a
locator parented to a car group
moved the model through the
scene on a NURBS curve. The









curve. The speed at which the carmoves is merely controlled by keying the
"U"
percentage in the drive curve channel. The steering can be controlled through either
a manual look constrained locator, or another locator which trail behind the move-car
locator on the same drive curve. Other controls are simple rotations and moves connected
to the car locator with all the animation attributes assembled. Some squash and stretch
controls were made possible through bones and the bend modifiers.
The bridge actually took some time
to design. I had several ideas and maybe
too many influences, but I finally decided
to go with a suspension bridge design. I
felt in keeping with the drama and the
inspiration that a suspension bridge would
create
"suspense."
I thought of the idea of
it flexing and swinging. This forced me to
take on more work and it would likely raise audience expectations, but I pressed on with
this idea. Having relatives in San Francisco, I visited the bay area quite often, and I
thought, how could you not incorporate the mysterious fog that surrounds the iconic
bridge with this project. The colors and imagery seem so familiar to audiences I felt it
was a must for the bridge environment. I dropped the idea of creating a canyon or gorge,




Grace Memorial Bridges in Charleston SC, and all of the
"old-school"
bridges that
cross the rivers in Pittsburgh.
The bridge was modeled to a
fairly complete status and then left
un-textured through pre-production.
It was left incomplete at this stage on
purpose. This may not seem like a
very important issue, but there was a
story segment that needed to be
timed out in the animatic to see how long, and in this case, how big the bridge span
would need to be. Timing out the shots would determine the length of the span. I needed
to make sure that enough footage could be created to get the audience to believe that PK
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had driven out on the bridge quite a distance. A feature was modeled into the bridge to
allow for expansion. Each span was modular and could be duplicated to lengthen or
deleted to shorten the bridge length, leaving only the cables, which were on NURBS
curves to be re-fitted. Actually the final version of the bridge was never finished until
after the animatic was complete. Texturing was never complete until just before the
lighting stage.
Other issues that needed to be worked out was the planned destruction scene, and
its size in terms of rendering and handling. Again the animatic was key to figuring out
both of these problems. When the cameras were set, it became clear that the symmetrical
portion of the bridge could be massively reduced in detail as compared to the entrance
area. So a duplicate was trimmed down to help speed up workflow and rendering. Layer
control and organization were also helpful in working with this gigantic set once you
knew what was in or out of the frame.
Having set the action using the animatic, key sequences were used to determine
what exactly would break apart on the bridge, and what controls would achieve this. The
solution was to copy an entire portion of the bridge and rig it for animation. Locator
controls were created and moved to the top of the chain for easy access. Spline IK and
bend modifiers took care of the cable action, while shatter and simple location controls
took care of the pavement break up. Lattice deformers and group stacking were used to
rotate and sway the collapsing sections. Some parts were just animated ad-lib, but the
overall effect worked efficiently.
Considering the modesty ofmy workstation, the bridge environment was truly
one ofmy most complex models I have ever had to work with, but visually I think the
results were satisfying. I would warn others not to be so elaborate with environments
unless you can muster a crew of technical directors.
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Animation
My goal for animation was much like my goal with the rigging, keep it simple, as
this was new territory for me. I had a pretty good idea ofwhat type ofmotion would be
needed to pull this thing off. I really took a very conservative approach, but with
guidance from my coworkers, who were professional animators, I received a crash course
in animation, and was able to improve my skills in this area for the project. One thing that
helped out tremendously was the way the scenes were set up. By chance the first few
scenes were basic in terms of animation and got progressively more complex. I started
the animation chronologically, so the more I learned on the basic stuff, my confidence
grew when I had to animate the more advanced shots.
Again I have to emphasize the importance of organization and the efficiency of
the character rigs. In 3D animation, the relationship of good animation is so closely tied
to the performance of the rig, that I cannot emphasize this enough. The more time you
spend here the better. I am happy with what I devised, but as time went on I could see
areas that could use improvement. Still a well-oiled rig will allow you to attack things
you'd normally give up on or skip. The rig is key especially for a first-timer like myself.
Ifyou have a set up that is tedious, you'll naturally spend less time on the motion that is
being created, whereas ifyour rig is easy to manipulate, you will be inclined to stick with
the shot and do a better job.
My intention for the overall look was to create flowing motion, and to focus on
the main action of each movement. My advisors, Grant Chang, and Joshua Gramse,
keyed me into the methodology. Previously I had no idea about the workflow. I found out
through their wisdom that 3D animation is actually very similar to 3D modeling. You
cannot go right in after the detailed final result, animation is
"built"
from a somewhat
primitive base, just like you'd create a basic form in a model before adding the
intermediate and then final details. The base I used formy action was actually the timing
sequences from the animatic. Yes, that is how basic we are talking, this is the starting
point for 3D animation.
Timing is important because in order for the motion to look correct, it cannot be
"perfect"
and even, an action has different speeds throughout. For instance, when PK
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grabs the pizza box and smells the aroma, he flips open the lid in a very fast and swift
motion, then he pauses and slowly breathes in the smell, then he quickly runs out of the
frame. Fast, slow, then fast again. These timings come from the animatic and are refined
in the rough animation stage, or what I call the
"robot"
animation stage. Before any
refinement takes place these timings are adjusted and reviewed for natural, or in this case
"cartoon"
action. The graph editor is the key here in adjusting the rough animation to the
best possible timing.
The next step when your timings are settled is to stagger the keys for the body
motions. I must add that these steps move relatively quick as the rig menu allows you to
select the body parts and their channels with ease. Each body part is staggered a certain
amount to its related part in the chain. Depending on the shot, you might have the
shoulder move slightly ahead or behind the action of the arms, or you may want the torso
to lead the waist or legs. Again using the graph editor, you are able to set these keys to
the interval you need quite easily.
Finally the hard stuffbegins in the last step or steps. I feel it's hard to determine
when and where you should stop. At this point, it becomes a very subjective decision.
Essentially, by using the same staggering technique, each individual body part is
staggered. For example, the shoulder keys are set behind the elbow, the wrist is set ahead
of the elbow and the hand is set last. So the motion flows even further. Hours are spent at
this stage, but what is happening is a long chain ofvery subtle motion. This makes the
body always appear to be in motion with one part always initiating the chain of events to
the next and so on. This staggering technique is how I created the motion for the
characters, I tried to focus on the main overall action, then went back to animate the
secondary features.
Though my animation skills at this stage are not advanced enough to
create
specific styles of animation, I feel with the editing choices I made, that the animation I
was able to produce, meets the quality of the rest of this production. This stage of
production certainly took me the longest, however, I felt prepared for this reality as I
knew this was going to be a trial and error phase. I was certainly
not trying to sell myself
as an animator, but I needed a level of quality that would create interest and move the
film in a balanced direction.
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Editing and Compositing
Let me begin by stating that editing is not a
"link"
in the chain for the production
of animation, editing is actually the chain itself and all the other steps contained within
are the links. The steps within the chain of editing were only meant to serve the edit,
which was really the evolving story itself. So every time I would complete a task, it was
all to better serve the edit. This was so because we started to develop the story through
the course of the animatic. The animatic, as if I have not stressed this enough already,
was key to production of this project in all areas. The editing essentially began with the
making of the animatic as should most productions of this type.
The animatic was started as a 3D animatic or story-board as suggested by a
committee member. I felt this was a good idea because it allowed you to get a better feel
of shot set-up using the models that were underway at the time. The 3D animatic would
give a better overall idea ofhow to tell the story with the 3D media. Cameras could be
saved, and this would allow for a faster scene set-up on the real shots. We could expedite
certain elements of the scenes when actual animations started. This step is how they
naturally process things for most 3D animation. When the models were set-up in these
primitive scenes, the timing of each shot was worked out and the camera was saved, this
became the first version of the pre-production edit.
The first edit merely
evolved from this point, it's
important to note that I
really did not have a story
or know if the story was
going to work until after
this step. These scenes were
comprised of still-frames,
screen captured fromMaya files, then spaced out using a non linear editor, After Effects.
During this process, I had several other eyes watching the editing process. We could
determine what cameras worked or if certain cuts did not make sense. We also
determined the length of each shot, and in the end we were able to get a good idea ofhow
much animation would be produced. This core piece really was the story. We set-up a
system to replace the still frames with real animation, then play-blasts, and eventually the
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final edit housed the actual rendered frames with effects and fades. This was the "frame
of a
house"
and several versions were saved over and over including the first sound
experiments. The edit always remained steadfast, and with the completion of certain
phases, for instance the animation of the first sequence, the footage was replaced over the
still frames, then the play-blasts were replaced with the rendered footage.
After Effects seemed to work well for the overall editing process, however a
different package was used for editing the actual pieces of footage, a node based program
called Digital Fusion. Much closer to an industry tool, Digital Fusion allowed for faster
and much more robust editing of all the frames in
"NOAB."
Every frame you see in this
production was composited and layered using Digital Fusion. In fact, I dare say that the
overall look of the film would not have been possible without Digital Fusion.
Early in production it was determined that render passes would be needed to
create finalized frames. This was due in part because of the limits of the workstation
available and the need to keep the render process simple. A further obstacle that became
apparent was the need for certain effects, such as the ever-present fog, and laser flashes.
3D particles were simply not an option considering my resource limits, so I needed a 2D
solution, Digital Fusion performed
flawlessly with speed and efficiency in
this regard.
Many shots had to be broken up,
especially the shots with the bridge and
characters present. I used Fusion to
composite these elements together from
separate renders. Usually each element
ran an additional shadow pass. The
shadow pass was used to unify shots and
to help bounce lighting; it sort of gives
an inexpensive global illumination look.
Other process nodes included a light trim
node, color-correction, and contrast
adjustments. Occasionally, layers were screened or multiplied on top of each other to
increase or decrease lighting. Each node is adjustable, and can be removed or moved to a
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noise, and various color gain attributes were added to each
frame to help create the environment that was needed for the
"mystery."
DF handled
these aspects well, it also contained 3D particles which were used on occasion to create
smoke trails, much faster than rendering in Maya. Raw renders actually look quite
hideous out ofMaya, but with some tweaking, I was able to get good results with lots of
depth and volume. Experiments were run before this process using a channel lighting
method. Each light would be rendered out separately and screened together. Though the
results were very positive, time constraints pushed me to just stick with 2 general
layer-
passes. If I had time to render lights separately I would have taken this avenue, as the
control over the final composite has many advantages.
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Sound and Music
It's strange, but the sound work for No one at the Bridge actually began with the
purchase of a recording device. A number ofyears ago a fellow grad, Jeff Spoonhower,
used a mini CD recorder to record sounds for his film. It returned excellent results, and I
made a mental note of this. When I was ready to begin collecting sounds I picked up one
of these units, which are much smaller and more versatile than a DAT recorder, and
much less expensive. The recording quality seems to be on par with any digital device
and you can pick them up inexpensively.
Unlike my other two projects I did not work on the sound process during the
making of the rough cut. I actually waited until an advanced cut was produced before I
started working on sound. With the exception of the music and the singing, most of the
sound was produced in the later stages of production. I decided to go this route because
the visuals were so complex that I wanted to see the scenes before I made the sound. I felt
like the complex stages already underway were too much for me to handle without
having to add sound to the mix. So I wanted to wait until things slowed down before
intense sound work could be done.
One thing that I had decided early on was that sounds were going to be mostly
custom and recorded from raw actual sounds, verses searching through a sound database.
I wanted to avoid this, because I felt like being
"active"
and experimental. It seems like
too much time is wasted searching through catalogs and CD's. Then you wind up
modifying them anyhow, it seems like the time you spend finding the right sound you
could have made a trip somewhere and recorded it. Sounds, either on the internet or on
catalog CD's all have various recording levels and quality issues, so I figured if I
recorded most of the major sound, it would all have a certain level ofpredictability.
Most of the sound was recorded at various locations in western NY, then modified
and edited using Sony Sound Forge. I approached this task chronologically, again using
the edit (formerly the animatic), and listing what sounds were needed for each scene.
Then taking my list, I set out to locations, or ifneed be right in front of the PC, and
recorded the raw sound using the mini disk recorder with dual stereo microphones. Using
Sound Forge I plugged in the mini disk to the sound card and recorded. Once on the
computer I spent a series of sessions working with the sound in the editing program, and
into After Effects, where the main edit was housed.
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The general ambience sounds were recorded at several local restaurants, and
throughout my house. The VW sound was actually a recording ofmy Porsche 912, which
has a similar sounding air-cooled flat 4. This sound is almost infamous, so I had to have
the real thing, nothing else would have seemed convincing. The bridge destruction and
creaking was produced from old squeaking chairs, cupboards, and old metal scraps from
my garage.
It was quite a physical exercise. I ran out ofbreath smashing things around and
doing takes. I felt the most successful adventures were clanking the teeth of an old two
person tree saw, hitting the rungs of a latter, and shaking an old garage door. Several
takes of clanking metal, and collisions were recorded mixed and modified. Many
different velocities were tried with different metal scraps, and iron tools in order to get as
many variations ofmetal sounds as possible. One take includes emptying garbage cans in
a dumpster. I must add that this was very cathartic at certain points. Various odd-ball
sounds were simple, just me in front of the microphone just experimenting with my voice
in the office. Old boxes and every day objects, hitting materials such as wood, glass, and
fabric were layered into the mix as well. Though it's not exact, your imagination can fill
in the rest during the editing stage.
Music, on the other hand, is a bit of different story. Music was going to be an
integral part of the montage scene, probably the most important scene in the film. I knew
I was going to need a song, and that several shots would have to be animated to the song
after it was produced. This song would also pass some key dialog, and more or less
foreshadow the conflict. So this was a tall order, and it had to be worked on during the
animation process and not afterward.
We thought a song might be able to be produced solo, but again I was so tied
down, that I felt a volunteer would be better. Another issue involved the voice of the
character. GuruMass Volume would need to have a matching voice to go with his hefty
characteristics. So this was getting more complex by the get-go, but the song would add
another dimension to the project so we stuck it out. My first impression was that the song
needed to be a blues song. My reasoning for this was, because of the imagery, and the
circumstance of the characters. In the blues legends cross roads, and levies breaking are
common themes, along with gospel prophets, and hardships. I felt the Guru's eastern
roots would play well against traditional gospel, plus he seemed to hold personality traits
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similar to blues men like BB king andMuddy Waters. I had written several lyrics for the
song, but no attempt to record them was made. At one point the song changed a little as
the story focused more on the relationship of PK and the Guru, but its basic foundations
were still there.
After several failed attempts by myself and other volunteers, a professional
composer came on aboard, and volunteered his efforts. I cannot describe what a break
this was, but meeting Don Cleary, an experienced professor ofmusic, living in Augusta
Georgia, actually gave a huge boost to the project both logistically and emotionally. Don
not only brought to the table his years of experience, but also could tap into the resources
ofhis school, which proved to be another highlight of the project. Don represents the
only other person who actually
"produced"
for the project, all the other work was entirely
mine. He became interested in the project when he tried to get a contract for producing a
score for an animation in LA, however, was looked over due to lack of credit in that
specific area.
"NOAB"
provided just the credit he was looking for and I was honored,
and very fortunate to have him on board.
In addition to the song, Don used the play-blast rough to compose the entire score
for all six scenes (Intro the Pizza Villa, At the Bridge, Meet the Guru, No One at the
Bridge-RAP, Back at the Pizza Villa, and Finale). This was actually produced first, and
was completed over the course of a month. We did all this work via e-mail, and have
never met face to face, but key e-mails and phone calls quickly got things clicking. Don
hammered out a score which he describes as beyond anything he has composed before.
Very surreal, moody, "techy", underscored with R & B rhythms, he describes his
approach to this project as letting it say what it wants to, letting it feel the way he was
given the transmission. Don was inspirational, and he felt the animation had good merit,
feeling inspired by what he saw himself. Needless to say, working with Don was one of
the more enjoyable facets of the project.
The song was a little more difficult, and it suffered through some major changes.
One thing we decided to do was to shelve the idea of a blues song. Don felt the character
should sing a RAP song. Impressed with his score, I felt I should let him do what he felt
was right. I was not opposed to this idea, and the RAP concepts still were based on blues
themes, however we employed the services of a RAP artist, Clifford,
"Clebo"
Smith, who
was a former student ofDon's. Cliff re-wrote the lyrics, and though we did not succeed
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the first time, a second effort proved to be just the song we needed. The recordings were
finalized and sent for my final mix.
Having the utilization ofDon's recording studio, and access to his students
provided a degree ofprofessionalism that exceeded my expectations. Don's skill was
such an asset to the making ofmy thesis, that I feel the project is
"ours"
to some degree.
One thing is for sure, it is best to put the realm of inexperience into the hands of a
professional. Again I feel I was very fortunate to have worked with Don, and it was good
to find out that our personalities clicked. Not every project can employ the services of a
professional, especially as a volunteer. The music reaches the level of quality I was trying
to reach with the visuals, and I was blessed to have him on the project.
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The Screening
Since nothing else with this project was conventional why should the screening of
it be any different! Most screenings at RIT are scheduled for the last week of each quarter
except the summer quarter. There is an option to screen separately ifyou do your own
little promotion. This wound up being the case with my thesis due to the timing of the
completion, and the fact that several other grad students ended up finishing during this
time-frame. Many ofus felt we could screen in the spring, but after countless problems it
became evident that at least 4 ofus would be unable to finish.
Around late May, Mike Jiang, Sheng Jin, SethMcCaughey, and I decided to plan
a mid-September screening for the
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Malcolm Spaull, ourMFA coordinator and acting
chair, helped us set-up the plan, and gave us a go ahead for the screening. Months later,
four others joined us, and a total of 8 screenings ended up on the program, so it turned





Friday September 1 5
7:00- 10:30
Each ofus took care of setting up
the screening by doing a task, such as
creating a program sheet, printing and
designing flyers, and setting up the
auditorium. Communication and file
sharing via e-mail worked well and
^ although I was apprehensive about things
going wrong on the screening night,
everything worked quite smoothly.
Three fellow grads flew in from
California, so it was important to really
be up on things. The day started early
with me coming into Rochester to pick up
Announcement Poster
Carlson Auditorium people at the airport. The guys were sleep
(761125)
deprived from the red-eye flight, but after
breakfast and a nap we went right to school to check on the progress of
the "red liners",
and verify the equipment and booth operator was set to go
for the night. At this point I
became nervous, I had thoughts ofhardly anyone showing up -why? Well the screening
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date fell on a Friday of the second week of the first quarter. Fridays are very light days
for film students, most of them take offFriday, and it was so early in the quarter I figured
maybe no one will show, how anticlimactic would that be.
Fortunately a mass e-mail and word ofmouth campaign spread, but up to zero
hour, hardly anyone showed up at the auditorium so I was nervous. At the last minute it
seems over a hundred people showed, definitely an amount ofpeople that would equal a
normal screening, I was relieved. We had friends come from Syracuse, Boston and all
over so then I started to feel nervous about that, like was this going to be worth it? I
always need something to worry about it seems. Still I was proud of our little custom
screening, we even bought our own snacks for the audience, and we pretty much handled
all the aspects of a regular screening on our own.
Well I guess that's enough prelude, lets get to the actual screening. One thing that
helped was the fact that we were all animation students, and I feel we had a diverse line
up of stories to screen. Many times screenings include all the live action films, but this
time we had an entire animated screening. "No One at the
Bridge"
screened second to
last, so each act got harder to follow. I think I got a panic attack when Sheng screened
because I knew I was next. However, once it started my 10 minute film, which was the
longest running film, felt like it went by in a flash. I don't even remember it being on the
screen. I was concerned about the projector distorting the colors and the look, but I recall
enough of it looked pretty good considering what DVD compression and a projector will
do to a film. I had made a slightly color corrected DVD for the screening based on what I
noticed in the auditorium from last quarter's screening, so it helped.
As I mentioned the screening seemed like a blur to me. I don't re-call much of it
on screen, but at this point I was exhausted and nervous, I can just report, I got up when
the credits rolled and after cracking a joke to break the ice, I started answering questions
at the podium. In actuality, the entire series of events was unremarkable from past
screenings. However, I do wish to note here that you need to prepare yourself for the
unexpected, and the quirky when it comes to an audience. Naturally I could very well
explain what needs critical commentary on this film. I could certainly draw up a sheet of
questions and comments that you would think needs addressing, after all, I know all the
weaknesses having been so intimate with the project. However, this rarely occurs, you
will tend to get questions and comments that strike you as odd, and seemingly not
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pertinent. My advice is to have an open mind and try not to get emotional. It's
impossible for an audience member to know what depths you have experienced with the
making of your project, and all together, it's unlikely they are watching the same film
you created, it's just one of those unwritten but natural laws in this business.
Though comments were minimal, the best comments come after the screening
when everyone stops you in the lobby and you really hear what they are thinking, perhaps
they are embarrassed to comment in a public forum. I must admit the reaction to my film
afterward was entirely different than when I was on the hot-seat. When I was at the
podium I received a lot of "nice
modeling,"
"I liked this or that", and the aforementioned
"left field
comments"
but nothing too far reaching. However, several people struck up
good comments and small conversations afterward, which were more interesting. I had
several conversations about the development of the entire project and the story. The best
and most cherished conversation came with Howard Lester, who despite being on
sabbatical as chair of our department, attended the screening. He was also on the
committee of this project, and we had a number ofdiscussions about this project and
related stories. His advice and ideas were very meaningful to me and we had a chance to
revisit some of our thoughts. We talked about hard work as it pertained to the story and
what he termed the
"gel"
factor, getting everything to work in order to pull off the bizarre
story that he felt, and I felt, ended up being the best culmination of events we had
discussed earlier. I really thought it was a heart felt and meaningful conversation, and I
was grateful we had a chance to talk about those subjects, because this is what I feel
should occur when you screen something like this.
Very early in 2002 Howard mentioned a story about never improvising, and while
I can't say I was able to follow through one hundred percent on that advice, it was
something that rung in the back ofmy mind through the entire thing, and definitely came
through on the what he termed as the
"gel"
factor. I kept trying to come up with a feeling
and a story that was not cutting things too cheap even though I had many reasons to do
so. I am proud that this is an unusual piece, and as I stated that was one ofmy goals. I
feel it is unusual but not really "out ofbounds. Howard seemed to connect with me on
that, and it was pleasing to see someone who was into my vision.
Later that night, my fellow grads all retreated for some drinks and some fun, we
all had a similar experience having taken the long road to get our thesis projects
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completed. It truly was the end of an era, six and a
half long years. The sad thing was that
most of them had to be on plane the next morning and it ended so quickly. I am not sure
why it took us so long to get this far, the simple answer was that we became impatient
and needed to find work, and slowly became distracted from our thesis projects. The real
answer I feel is a whole lot more complicated than that, at least for me, but it's strange
how events occur and sometimes parallel each other, but I truly enjoyed the company of
fiends who traveled from afar to be there, and the company ofmy wife who was relieved
to see me finish this thing.
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Conclusion
At the risk ofmaking this conclusion sound like an advice column, I feel I need to
pass on a valuable lesson for all those grads planning to create their thesis projects. I
realize it would be simple to just evaluate my goals and explain whether or not I met
them, and by what measure. I think a reader can surmise from this document that it is
quite obvious that I feel strongly about what I have created, and I certainly feel I have
met or exceeded expectations pertaining to the 8 goals I listed. It's too simple to go on
about obvious conclusions, so rather than delve into such things I prefer to concentrate on
some points that could have used some improvement through this adventure, and it may
help others. This type of conclusion is far more valuable than to waste time on a self-
serving critique which I have probably done too much of already.
For anyone attempting to take on a project such as this, single handedly, I cannot
drive this point home further, pre-production is no joke. It is not a lollygag episode meant
to appease officials, it is the core of a film project .Even with the amount of time I spent
during this project, I can think ofmany more ways I could have planned out events more
efficiently saving months ofwork in postproduction. It's easy to blow off and say "oh I
would have never realized this or
that,"
but chances are ifyou are thinking with a
dedicated focus, you could have eliminated story faults, technical issues, and time
consuming re-designs. If I were to do this again I would spend at least 4 more weeks in
planning, and tied up all the loose ends and "vague
areas"
including designs and
character development. All ofyour work up front here, the not so complex, the not so
computer intensive, has an impact on the
"real"
production more so than any technical
knowledge or tidbit you discover down the line. Four weeks ofplanning saves about 4
months ofproduction work.
Ifyou have read this document you will also note how much the animatic is the
key to production, it's the engine of the entire process. Without it you have no map, and
no idea where you are going, you essentially have nothing, and you will not be able to see
anything or estimate the production tasks at hand. You will deny yourself the
"gel"
time
you get to experience during production. The animatic is your organizer, your outline,
and your table of contents as in a well written book. Even to the extent I used the
animatic, it still could have been refined and used for better purposes ifmy planning was
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in better order. Not to make excuses, but moving around the country 4 times certainly did
not help matters, so buckle down in one spot ifyou can.
My other sticking point for those starting a project such as this, or with any
project for that matter, is that you really need to track your time! I am not sure why it is
required that students create a time schedule for their initial proposal, but then are not
required to track the actual hours against it. By not knowing your actual hours, you have
diminished the value ofyour project. Included in the appendices of this paper you will
find a bona fide time sheet, albeit not sophisticated, but accurate. Every work period was
tracked and I can say for certain to others or to potential employers just how long it takes
to complete certain tasks. Graduate students are supposed to be professionals, and most
professional organizations, that I am aware of, implement some kind of time tracking
system. Time is valuable, it is not some issue to be brushed off lightly, time is money as
they say, so I feel it's imperative that a project as big as this, should be traced, it helps
determine the value ofwhat you have produced, and you can say without doubt or funny
answers just how long the production took.
Finally a word about resources, and not just the technical kind. There is a saying
about estimating your needs for a big project, take whatever you assess, add it all up, and
then triple it, and you will come close to the correct amount. Never underestimate what
you will need, and ifyou are going to buy something for the project, such as a
workstation, spend the extra funds, and over-build if necessary. Do not look for
inexpensive bargains, get quality tools, and try not to improvise. I built what I thought
was a decent workstation. I hunted for low prices when I built it, and figured the machine
was robust enough to handle what I was going to throw at it. On the final month of the
project, it gave out, the performance was hard to judge as its resources were stretched to
the maximum over several upgrades. I was fortunate to have had a backup of all the
work, including all the renders. Count on disasters, they will occur it's part of the
process, not something outside the process.
Regarding computer labs; use the lab resources as leverage, and not just as a
back-up (oh yeah you will need a disciplined and redundant back-up cycle, but you knew
that already). You will be surprised what working with a lab partner can accomplish, it's
tough working by yourself in a vacuum. I was fortunate to have Grant Chang near by to
help alleviate this problem. He was working on his project during the same time period,
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and that was a huge break for me. Having someone to check your head or help you see
around a problem is more powerful than having a
top-of- the-line computer working in
isolation. I know it's not in style, but being social is a good thing!
I have already sung the praises ofDon Cleary, my music composer, and although
I really did not have anyone else to help me produce material for this project, the moral
and technical support ofpeers, is, and continues to be immeasurable. You will need great
support from your committee, your colleagues, and your family. My committee, Malcolm
Spaull, Howard Lester, Charles Bandla, and Lorelei Pepi, did not give up on me even
though this took forever, and I was working remotely most of the time, make sure you
have committee support. Keep them in the loop no matter how small the contact may be.
My wife Ginny's patience with me, as I put our lives on hold for this production, was a
huge sacrifice, at times this put me under great strain, but this kind ofpressure also drives
you to see things through to the finish. My colleagues, Grant Chang, Josh Gramse, Carina
Maggio, Mike Jiang, Sheng Jin, Paul Metz, Keliu Zhu, Shaun Foster, and Jay Tyson,
have loaned me their support, experience and insight when my mind was not hitting on
all cylinders. It is through their help, that I could derive the experience that I did not
possess, and would have had to pay dearly for elsewhere. This project would have never
turned out properly without the support of these people. Thank you so very much.
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Running Time: approx. 4:30 minutes
Style: 3DMaya
Release Format: DVD, DV tape, and VHS
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Summary:
This animation is about a character who decides to cross an old bridge that is under
construction and is temporarily condemned. His actions lead to a series of events that
brings on the potential collapse of the bridge and puts his own life in jeopardy.
Synopsis:
The main character is a pizza delivery kid who needs to make his deliveries in a hurry. His face is
freckled and his nose a bit non-proportional. The pizza delivery uniform he wears is a tad
unkempt, shirt hanging out, and twisted name badge. His ability to keep his responsibilities is
somewhat hindered due to his constant distraction with loud music. He stands about face high to a
counter when suddenly a stuffed oven bag is shoved right across from him. An angry voice
accompanies the action, as a hand points right at his nose. The voice exclaims, "No more lost
pizza! Delivery 30 minute, you take 4
hour!"
The young kid nonchalantly takes the order and
rambles off.
He drives along with his tunes cranked up loud, the pizza boy jams away to the tunes emanating
from his mega-bass sound system. The vehicle is somewhat dilapidated, the front seat is littered
with CD's and various warning notices from his failed delivery attempts. The doors are plastered
with signs "Hyunji Kim's Italian pizza, 30 min or less,
555-5555."
Despite it's somewhat rough
condition, the vehicle sports brand new low profile tires and low-rider chrome spoke rims.
Pizza boy continues to ignore the outer world while he indulges himselfwith music that reflects
his moods and current situation. He is scurrying along, rocking away to his tunes with the bag
warmer full ofpizza. He is making good time when he is halted at a bridge crossing. The bridge
is closed, under repair, and a detour is indicated. A careful reading of the posted detour indicates
a long and arduous detour. Slightly frustrated by this dilemma, he takes one quick look at his
schedule, then notices he is very low on gas. He glances at his seat with all the warning notices
scattered about. A thought cloud appears reflecting his boss's angry words. This is a no brainier
for the young teenager, he ignores the detour and approaches the old and
worn out bridge that
crosses the gorge below. Without caution he drives onto the rickety deck completely ignoring the
"bridge
closed"





When his vehicle passes on the cracked pavement the vibrations from the mega-bass system
begin to rattle the already tattered bridge. A section of the bridge crumbles apart as the rivets and
bolts vibrate out ofplace. An entire section collapses behind him leaving an un-passable void in
the deck. However the pizza boy does not notice what has occurred behind him, he seems totally
unconcerned as the bridge begins to sway back and forth, his attention is still totally consumed by
his music.
He begins to pass giant craters, which look like they were made from a b-52 bomber. A large
pothole crater suddenly impedes his progress. The pizza boy revs up the air shocks in his low-
rider and starts a jumping cycle. Of course the pizza boy can't resist turning up his mega-bass
system even more as he changes his CD to the appropriate music, (bee-bop, jump around type
tunes) His truck bounces away and over the crater, however, once again the motion and
movement ofhis car starts a gradual unraveling of the supports, and cracking of the pavement
behind him. This time another section collapses, and starts a collapse of an adjoining section. He
simply ignores the dangerous reaction of the bridge and treats the situation with easy-going
disregard, never once paying any attention to the forces of the stressed out bridge. He moves on
and is totally unaware ofwhat is going, he does not notice the obvious dilemma taking place in
his rear view mirror behind him.
Coasting down the crest he passes a flashing warning sign (the kind that uses a gas generator to
flash out warning words with lights), "Danger bridge closed
ahead,"
ignoring the sign he speeds
on. Another sign appears "stop bridge closed, yes this mean
you!"
Showing no concern or
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attention he speeds on. Suddenly he is confronted with one last sign and a blockade that nearly
reaches the entire girth of the deck. Pylons and signage indicate that this section has suffered
intense damage and can not be traversed A final flashing sign reads "Oh, so you are a dare devil
ha"
....brought to by death postings Inc....
The Pizza delivery kid reluctantly comes to a halt and jumps out to investigate the blockade. Still
oblivious to the falling destruction behind him he seems more concerned with the barrier in front
ofhim. His loud music fills the entire environment and masks any sounds of the bridge's
warnings. Slowly but surely, a domino effect begins to take place and another bridge section
begins to slowly break apart. This breakage begins to cause the next section to break but with
more speed. He ignores the shutters as he investigates the blockade. He sees that it conceals a
giant gap in the roadway and only a few narrow girders remain where there was once pavement.
He notices a mini graveyard of vehicles down below at the bottom of the gorge. He shakes his
head in disappointment because his short cut is not going to work out, damn!
Still the crashing destruction continues, the chain reaction is at full speed but this does not once
gather his attention. Another section falls apart and unravels, each one is getting closer to him at
the crest of the bridge. Suddenly a giant beam gives way and it's crash is enough to shake the car
and chatter-skip his CD player. The sound system suddenly stops! Now Edie Van-Halen's guitar
solo has been brutally interrupted by the sounds of crashing steel (guitar solo
- "Eruption"--then
the sound of reality). With the sudden absence of his tunes he then turns around to see what all
the calamity is really about. As soon as he sees the destruction headed his way the cold reality
hits him like a ton ofbricks. His jaw hits the floor!
An expression of fear and concern shows on the young man's face. He fearfully turns his attention
forward. He runs to his low-rider, he is going to drive forward attempting to drive on the narrow
girders like a train on tracks. He nervously inches forward to attempt the daring feet. (Yes of
course he has time to reset the CD player) His tires roll onto the girders and then suddenly the
engine stops! One look at the gauge and he remembers, he's out of gas! The car is now
precariously hanging on the narrow steel frame of the girders. He comes to an obvious conclusion
that this was not such a good idea. Now he cannot get out, he is trapped inside the vehicle! He
looks behind him and can see there is one more section to fall, and he's about to buy
the farm.
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He looks around the cab of his vehicle and once again sees the failed delivery warnings scattered
about. A thought bubble appears again, his life flashing before him, then lastly he envisions his
boss and the angry voice rings through, "no more lost pizza orders!
"
Pizza boy snaps out of it
and looks at the oven bag. The vehicle begins to sway from the cascade of destruction. The
doomed kid grabs his oven bag and makes his way on top ofhis low-rider in order to balance it.
Desperate to save the order, he straps the bag to his arm. Pizza boy turns and can see a giant beam
peeling away from the bridge. The I-beam is swaying toward the edge of the gorge but once it
falls that will be it for the bridge! He makes his way over the trunk and stretches from toe to hand
in order to reach the leaning I-beam. He cannot reach it! There is no time to waste, the bridge is
making like it is going to fall apart at any minute. He looks again to his pizza order now strapped
to his arm, and removes it. In a desperate attempt, he lassos the giant beam with the straps of the
oven bag and takes hold of the beam.
He secures his grip onto the beam. Using his tiny weight, he leans its position further toward the
edge of the bank He takes one look back, then suddenly the bridge crumbles in a giant calamity as
the young kid vaults the gorge, riding the falling beam toward the edge. At just the key moment
he jumps off the girder and reaches the edge. The pizza splatters everywhere but acts like a
make-
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shift air bag. It bursts, covering the pizza boy in cheese and sauce, but it's just enough to break his
impact. The beam continues down as the rest of the bridge dissolves leaving behind a rising cloud
of dust and dbree.
Emerging badly bmised, covered with pizza, and a bit tattered, our young man is hardy coherent.
He looks around and realizes he is back at the entrance where this all began. Behind him the dust
settles, and he looks back to the gorge as if to see what could have been his doom. However, the
dust blows aside to reveal, the very last section, where he once stood, is still soundly intact and
supported. It towers above him in the gorge almost in seeming defiance. His vehicle is
undisturbed resting firmly in place. He gazes on in utter shock and seems somewhat disappointed
that the entire structure did not collapse.
The kid stairs on a bit more, then the final remaining pieces begin to creek and perhaps this
indicates the finale the kid expected. However, the remaining girders begin to hinge like a
cantilever and ever so gently and gracefully rotate to the opposite side of the gorge. The final
span, with low-rider onboard, hinges in perfect unison as the beam arrives at the opposite
entrance and the truck gently rolls off the span as if the bridge was a hydraulic ramp. His vehicle
is safe and sound, but minus its now mystified owner. A faint sound can be heard emanating from
the walls of the gorge, then it builds up as the bass kicks in, his mega-bass CD system from
across the divide, serenades him just to mb it in a little. (Appropriate song "I think I'm in
trouble"
something to that effect)
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Original Story Board -3D Animatic
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Select Color Stills from "No One at the
Bridge"
The Pizza Villa
Inside the Pizza Shop
57
On the Bridge





Guru Hanging on a Cable
Pizza Kid in Trouble
60
Bridge Destruction
Guru on the Tower
61
Time Sheets




Thesis - pre production, story, pre-animatic, character




10/6/04 Modeling alternative ear on character 2 8-1:30 5.5
10/7/04 Modeling new ear attached to head Mod head 8-2:30 6.5
10/9/04 Tweak head geometry on character 2 11-1:30 3.5
15.50
OctoberWeek 2
10/12/04 Read Mel-script lay out, test control window 11-2:00 4.0
10/14/04 Try new Mel-script, model shirt 10-3:30 5.5
10/15/04 Post to Mel group on CG talk on Script Jobs 2-3:30 1.5
10/15/04 Research on Mel code for Character control 9-3:30 6.5
10/16/04 Test new Mel script job, research Mel code 11:30-5:30 6.0
10/16/04 Back on modeling shirt 10-2 4.0
10/17/04 Modeling lower body Character 2 11:30-5:30 6.0
33.00
OctoberWeek 3
10/18/04 Consult Grant on gut area start modeling one piece gut 1-3 2.0
10/18/04 Finish modeling gut area start new trousers 10-2 4.0
10/19/04 Modeling trousers 11:30-1:30 2.0
10/20/04 Finish trousers and tweaks, consult Grant on body shape 12:30-3:30 3.0
10/22/04 Re-model lower half of character 8-2 6.0.
10/23/04 Re-model as per grants idea on tight shirt wrinkles, shoes 2-11:30 9.5




10/25/04 Modeling hands, start fingernails for character 2 9-2 5.0
10/27/04 Finish finqemails and re-shape knuckles, hand finished 10-2 4.0
10/29/04 Hook hands to arms, re-model arms, tweak hands 10-2 4.0
10/30/04 Finish up body modifications, start head details and hair 2-4:30 2.5
10/30/04 Model hair, tweak face 6-1:00 7.0
10/31/04 Re-model mouth area, and chin, d-rez seam 8-12 4.0
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26.50
MONTH 103.50 TOTAL 533.5
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
533.5
November Week 1
11/1/04 Model teeth and tongue, adjust mouth 8-12:30 4.0
11/2/04 Connect head to body, model, eyes, jewelry, navel, hat,
tweaks, adjust scale, start eyelash, tweak file.
3-1 10.0
11/3/04 Eyelash, goatee, eye brows, file cleanup, File clean up, paint effects





11/4/04 Eye brow brush create eye brow, new eyelash 11:30-2 2.5
11/5/04 Ditch paint effects start tutorial review on head texturing, start
UV mapping on head
8-2 6.0
11/6/04 UV mapping, tweak stretching on UV map 8-12 4.0
11/7/04 Touch up uvs on head, start bump map tweaking 7-9:30 2.5
November Week 2
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11/8/04 Bump map creation for face 8-12 4.0
11/9/04 Work on fine wrinkles 11-1:30 2.5
11/10/04 Bump map eye area, lip, nose 10-1:30 3.5
11/11/04 Blend in layers, tweak 11:30-1 1.5
11/12/04 Brow and chin bump map and blend 9-2 5.0
11/13/04 PSD file converted, start work on color channel, tweak
blending , tweak bump map again
9-2:30 5.5





11/15/04 Finish up stubble, hair, side burns, color channel cleanup 11:30-1 1.5
11/17/04 Start diffuse and specular channel, switch to blin material 10-12 2.0




11/19/04 Try several PhotoShop materials for hat 9-1 4.0
11/20/04 Finish hat, jewelry material, UV and sunglass material, eyes 9-2 5.0






11/22/04 Work on jersey texture 10:30-1 2.5




11/24/04 Rework UV's on collar, finish jersey, belly area, jeans, color
channel set
12:30-2 13.5
11/25/04 Other channels, material adjustment, diffuse layer, spec
layer, reflection layer, UV's on shoes and belt, belt texture,
start UV's on shoes
1-3 14.0
11/26/04 Finish UV's on shoes, make entire shoe material, diffuse,
spec, bump. UV's on arms and hands, start arm texture
1-10 9.0
11/27/04 Finish color channel, diffuse, spec, bump, on arm texture,
house clean file, tweaks. Post for comments
2-1 11.0
11/28/04 Work on custom work space, menus, blink targets 1-4 3.0
0.0
55.00
MONTH 148.5 Over-All: 682
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
682
December Week 1
11/29/04 Target head one, menus, blink attribute, crits 11-2 3.0
11/30/04 Gl tests, fix mouth hinge 10-12:30 2.5
12/4/04 Group blend head failed, try proxy 11-1 2.0
12/5/04 New blend head test file 9-12 3.0





12/12 Re-set blend shape file with proxy method, go over some
story revisions, talk with torn about painting environments.
4.0
12/13 Messiah research 2.0


































MONTH 19.5 TOTAL 701.50
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
701.50
JanuaryWeek 1







































MONTH 1 TOTAL 702.50
Off Feb 05 andMarch 05 -Due to Work
DATE TASK TIME HRS. 1
702.50
AprilWeek 1
4/3/05 Re-write story 6.0
0.0
0.0
4/7/05 Blend Shapes 4.0





4/13/05 Blend Shapes 4.5




























MONTH 27.5 TOTAL 730.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS. 1
730.00
MayWeek 1
5/5/05 Mouth blend shapes start on phonemes 7.0
5/6/05 Finish phonemes, tweak blends, custom menus 9.0
5/7/05 More menus, rigging tutorials 5.0






5/9/05 Rigging 2-4 9.0
5/10/05 Rigging 4-7 9.0
5/11/05 Building default rig skeleton, low LOD model, resolution
switch
10.0
5/12/05 MV Skeleton Rig, rig arms, start again 10.0
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5/13/05 Rig Arms again, test, rig feet, test 10.0
5/14/05 Re-do leq set up, back controls, head controls, expressions 11.0
5/15/05 Refine expressions, constrains, finger controls, parent lod 3.0
62.00
MayWeek 3




5/20/05 Weight tests 4.0
5/21/05 Play with weighting 4.0
5/22/05 Weight shoulder area test action 7.0
5/23/05 Re-work upper torso rig, re-do arms re-rig 9.0
33.00
MayWeek 4
5/24/05 Finish upper torso re-work, re-bind, start weights 9.0
5/25/05 Elbow weights, arm twist weights 5.0
5/26/05 Forearm weights, thumb weights, wrist weights 6.0
5/27/05 Weights, fingers 6.0
5/29/05 Mirror weights problem 2.0
5/30/05 Mirror weights problem 4.0
5/31/05 More weight problems 8.0
0.0
40.00
MONTH 162 TOTAL 892.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
892.00
June Week 1
6/1/05 Shoes weights mirror problem solved, chest, arms, legs 9.0
6/2/05 Blend heads, head rig, clean up weights, eyes, jewelry, hat,
glasses, clean up, bind head, finish MV Rig.
15.0
6/3/05 Organize files, size up files re-model PK 13.0
6/4/05 Finish PK re-model and resize 7.0
6/5/05 Re-work bridge set 8.0
6/6/05 Continue Bridge scene re-work 12.0
6/7/05 Build LOD for bridge, tie up bridge scene file for animatics



























6/25/05 Start head texture 0.0








MONTH 88.5 TOTAL 980.50
1 DATE TASK TIME HRS. 1
980.50
JulyWeek 1
7/1/05 Back rig, test skeleton, arms 4.0
7/2/05 Re- rig arms, 5.0
7/3/05 Re- rig arms on PK Re-rig armsMV, Re-test rig, start head texture 7.0
7/4/05 Texture PK head 7.0
7/5/05 Texture hat, hair, start body texture 9.0





7/7/05 Re-rig, mod MV arms, redo weights, mod structure IK 13.5


















7/25/05 Set up at grants, 3 blend heads 5.0
7/26/05 Mouth blends 8.0
7/27/05 Phonemes and adjustments on blends 8.0
7/28/05 Set up resolution geometry, 8.0
7/29/05 Hair bones, rig up back, rig eyes, touch up textures 8.0




MONTH 97.5 TOTAL 1078.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS. |
1078.00
AugustWeek 1
8/1/05 Weights, and back up files on R:, shoulder, hands 8.0
8/2/05 Weights, re build hands, proportion problem, shoulder
weights, fingers, re do wrist weights
8.0
8/3/05 Re-do shoulders and hands 7.0
8/4/05 Re- rig hands? 6.0
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8/5/05 Torso, leq weights 7.0
AugustWeek 2
36.00
8/8/05 Torso, leg shoe weights 7.0
8/9/05 Shoulder rig modification, adjust weights, head weights, hair
weights, hat weights
8.0
8/10/05 Car rigging, speaker box 7.0
8/11/05 Steering, doors, pedals, resolutions 7.5
8/12/05 Finished rigging the car! 8.0
8/15/05 Exterior texturing 9.0
8/16/05 Tweak textures, test render, start interior textures. 7.5
54.00
AugustWeek 3
8/17/05 Interior textures, tweak 8.0
8/18/05 Tweak interior seats, start pizza shop organize, texture 8.0
8/19/05 Pizza shop textures, re-do's organize 8.0
8/22/05 Out side textures on shop, road 8.0
8/23/05 Finish outside textures start inside textures 8.0
8/24/05 File debacle, pizza machine screw up. 6.0
8/25/05 Inside textures 8.0
8/26/05 Inside textures 8.0
62.00
AugustWeek 4
8//29/05 Rig pizza shop 8.0
8/30/05 Rig pizza box and texture 8.0







MONTH 176 TOTAL 1254.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS. |
1254
SeptemberWeek 1
9/1/05 Pizza modeling, texturing, rigging 8.0
71
9/2/05 Microphone modeling, texturing, rigging 8.0
9/5/05 Animatic research 8.0
9/6/05 Side door model 7.0
9/7/05 Animatic screen shots 7.0
9/8/05 Animatic screen shots 6.0
9/9/05 Animatic screen shots 6.0
50.00
SeptemberWeek 2
9/12/05 Animatic screen shots 7.0
9/13/05 Animatic screen shots 6.0
9/14/05 Shot script lay out 5.0
9/15/05 Shot script lay out modifications 5.0





9/19/05 Script mod 6.0
9/20/05 Animatic screen shots 7.0
9/21/05 Animatic editing 2.0
9/22/05 Organize and mod files for better animatic control 5.0






9/26/05 Mod shot list 8.0
9/27/05 Screen cap and AE 5.0
9/28/05 Mod source files 5.0
9/29/05 Screen cap and AE 5.0





MONTH 133 TOTAL 1387.00




10/3 Screen cap AE 6.0
10/4 Screen cap AE 6.0
10/5 Screen cap AE 5.0
10/6 Screen cap AE 5.0
10/7 Screen cap AE 5.0
OctoberWeek 2
27.00
10/10 Animatic montage, finish on bridge 4.0
10/11 Animatic end sequence 5.0
10/12 Animatic end sequence 5.0
10/13 Animatic end sequence 6.0
10/14 Animatic end sequence 5.0













10/20 Working on lift shift 6.0






10/24 Animate shot 2 wobble 6.0
10/25 Animate intra shotl 5.0
10/26 Animate speaker scene 6.0
10/27 Clean up shot 1 6.0
10/28 Clean up shot 2 7.0
10/29 Set intra sequence in rough cut 5.0
10/31 Animate pizza machine shot 6.0
0.0
41.00
MONTH 125 TOTAL 1512.00
73
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
1512.00
November Week 1
11/1 Animate pick up pizza box 5.0
11/2 Animate pick up pizza box 5.0
11/3 Animate smell sequence 6.0
11/4 Animate pick up pizza box 7.0





11/8 Animate second smell 8.0
11/9 Animate second smell 6.0
11/10 Animate second smell 5.0
11/11 Animate second smell 6.0
11/12 Animate second smell 5.0




11/16 Animate second phase smell 5.0
11/17 Animate secondary motions and arms 5.0
11/18 Animate secondary on PK 4.0
11/19 Animate box throw 6.0
11/20 Animate car start 8.0





11/22 Animate arrive at bridge 8.0
11/23 Animate cables pass 8.0
11/24 Animate drive by 8.0
11/25 Animate car arrive 8.0
11/26 Feet get out 8.0




MONTH 147 TOTAL 1659.00
74
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
1659.00
December Week 1
12/1 Animate bridge entrance shot 4.0
12/2 Animate look around shot over vista 4.0
12/5 Animate step out 3.0
12/6 Hook up new play blasts in rough cut 5.0
12/7 Re-animate bridge sequence and adjust 8.0
12/8 Re- do step out animation 3.0
12/9 Animate kick rock 2.0
December Week 2
29.00
12/12 Animate rock fall 3.0
12/13 Animate look up at tower 4.0
12/14 Animate tower gaze down 3.0
12/15 Animate tower gaze down 2.0
12/16 Animate introduce guru 6.0
12/19 Animate guru 7.0
12/20 Animate guru re-do rough cut and add footage 8.0
33.00
DecemberWeek 3
12/21 Animate guru, refine movements 5.0
12/22 Start testing light set up 4.0








12/28 Finish guru intra shot 7.0
12/29 Testing light set up 6.0
12/30 Testing light set up 6.0







MONTH 103 TOTAL 1762.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
1762.00
JanuaryWeek 1
1/1 Rough out pizza smell shot 4.0
1/2 Rough out pizza smell shot 4.0
1/3 Upgrade Computer 0.0
1/4 Refine smell shot 6.0
1/5 Finish smell shot 6.0




1/8 Refine hand and smell shot 6.0
1/9 Work on rough cut with new shots 7.0
1/10 Reaction of PK who me? shot 8.0
1/11 Refine new rough cut and me? shot 8.0
1/12 Meeting with committee, discuss story changes, work on
changes and new shot ideas
8.0




1/14 Adjust PK wave animation, Animate and finish double take,
start shield animation
12.0
1/15 Finish up PK shield animation 3.0
1/16 More on PK shield shot 3.0
1/17 Junk tumble animation, start PK Fall shot 8.0
1/17 PK flustered shot, animated and finished
Start PK question look animation, guru name shot,
animated, set up guru wave shot
9.0
1/18 Animate and finish Guru wave shot, and Guru kick shot 9.0
1/19 Animate and finish Guru Jump, Guru Land, start guru laugh 9.0
1/21 Finish Guru Laugh 3.0
56.00
JanuaryWeek 4
1/23 Animate Guru approve, scan bar code, books 8.0
1/24 Finish guru approve, start books, and book shot, start Map 8.0
76
quest shot
1/25 Finish Map quest shot, review shots, start new contemplate
shot and bridge rust shot
8.0
1/26 Finish animation on all scene one shots, rework rough cut,
and upload, start on new animatic for montage,
9.0
0.0
1/27 Animate PK lift boxes, pre animate Guru mie and guru pizza,
animate PK look, surprised
8.0
1/28 Animate PK look back at car 8.0
1/30
1/31
Animate car speaker, animate guru arm, time out rock pose




MONTH 185 TOTAL 1947.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
1947.00
FebruaryWeek 1
2/1 Animate pizza toast, and finish, start up tower animation 8.0
2/2 Finish animate Pizza toast, rough tower shot 8.0
2/3 Tower sing animation 6.0
2/6 Tower Sing Nero tests 6.0
2/7 More Nero problem 7.0
2/8 Got Nero to work in DVD player, back on Tower 8.0
2/9 Tower finish up 8.0
2/10 Mod tower animation 8.0
59.00
FebruaryWeek 2
2/13 Final montage animate system maintenance 6.0
2/14 Final montage animate 5.0
2/15 Final montage animate 5.0
2/16 Final montage animate 6.0
2/17 Final montage animate 8.0
2/18 System maintenance install OS XP 3.0
2/19 System maintenance clean up 8.0
41.00
FebruaryWeek 3
2/20 Monitor research Final Montage shot 4.0
2/21 Final Montage PK animation 6.0
2/22 Finish final Montage 4.0
2/24 Bridge scenery filler shots Montage animatic 8.0







2/26 Assembling and montage odds and ends crit with Josh 3.0
2/27 Start set up for fix car shot 3.0







MONTH 143 TOTAL 2090.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
2090.00
March Week 1
3/1 Finished reading shot speaker shot, sigh shot 8.0
3/2 Leave shot, arrive shot 8.0
3/3 Guru jump again shot 8.0
3/4 PK Look at crack shot 8.0
3/5 PK wave off shot 8.0






3/7 Rigging bridge section s 8.0
3/8 Animate bridge falling apart, rigging 8.0
3/9 Animate bridge falling apart 8.0
3/10 Guru hit bridge animation Montage rough vocals, AE install
problem, upload and burn for Roc Lee
8.0
3/11 VW slide PK shock animation 8.0
3/12 Falling apart animation 8.0
3/13 More bridge animation 8.0
56.00
March Week 3
3/14 Hanging far animation 8.0
3/15 Guru point, and Pizza dangle edge animation 8.0
78
3/16 PK look, PK safety PK reach animation 8.0
3/17 Bridge Destruction animations 8.0
3/18 Bridge Destruction animations 8.0
3/19 Bridge Destruction animations 8.0
3/20 Bridge Destruction animations, system problems,
troubleshoot video card
8.0
3/21 Bridge Destruction animations, system 8.0
64.00
March Week 4
3/22 Finish Bridge destruction, VW fix animation 8.0
3/23 VW fix animate guru 7.0
3/24 VW fix animate PK, car, Guru, new belly, mod approve, new
PK disgusted shot, start Thai chi shot
8.0
3/25 Thai chi shot 8.0
3/26 Thai chi shot 6.0
3/27 Thai chi shot 6.0
2/28 Learn DF 12.0
2/29-31 Light 1-3 and composite 24.0
79.00
MONTH 247 TOTAL 2337.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
2337.00
AprilWeek 1
4/2 Test DF comp 6.0
4/3 Final 1 animation 7.0
4/4 Final 2 animation 8.0
4/5 Final 3 animation 8.0
4/6 Final 4 animation 6.0
4/7 Final 5 animation 7.0
4/8 Final 6 animation 4.0
46.00
April Week 2
4/9 Final 7 animation 5.0
4/10 Final 8 animation 7.0
4/11 Final 9 animation 8.0
4/12 Final 10 animation 8.0
4/13 Final 11 and 12 animation 8.0
4/14 Final 11 and 12 animation 6.0




4/16 Final end animation 8.0
4/17 Final end animation 8.0
4/18 Rough cut work 8.0
4/19 Light and render sc1_sh4 8.0
420 Light and render sc1_sh5 8.0
4/21 Light and render sc1_sh6 8.0
4/22 Light and render sc1_sh7 8.0
4/23 Light and render sc1_sh8 8.0
64.00
April Week 4
4/24 Light and render sc1_sh9,1 0,11
4/24 Light and render sc1_sh12, 8.0
4/25 Model and texture sign, finish barrels 8.0
4/26 Bridge texture, light rig 8.0
4/27 Bridge texture, light rig 8.0
4/28 Light and render sc2_sh1 ,2 8.0
4/29 Light and render sc2 sh3,4 7.0





MONTH 210 TOTAL 2547.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS. I
2547.00
MayWeek 1
5/1 Composite shot 3 texture animated bridge 5.0
5/2 Composite shot 4 sound music review 5.0
5/3 Composite shot 5 5.0
5/4 Composite shot 6 8.0
5/5 Composite shot 7 8.0
5/6 Light shot 1 scn2 8.0
5/7 Light shot 2 scn2 8.0
47.00
MayWeek 2
5/8 Composite shotl scn2 8.0
5/9 Composite shot2 scn2 8.0
5/10 Light shot 3 8.0
5/11 Light shot 4 8.0
5/12 Light shot 5 8.0
5/13 Light shot 6 composite shots 4,5 8.0
80
5/14 Light shot 7 composite shot 6 8.0
56.00
MayWeek 3
5/15 Car stuff 0.0
5/16 Car stuff 0.0
5/17 Car stuff 0.0
5/18 Go over RAP song with Don 2.0
5/19 Set up lighting for shot sc2 6,7 2.0
5/20 Light sc2 6,7 3.0
5/21 Render 6,7 4.0
5/22 Set up lights for 8 6.0
17.00
MayWeek 4
5/23 Lights for 8 7.0
5/24 Render 8 7.0
5/25 Setup lights for 9 begin DF composite on Sc2 8.0
5/26 Composite sc2 8.0
5/27 Composite sc2 8.0
5/28 Setups for Sc3 8.0
5/29 Lights for shot sc3 shotl 8.0
5/30 Lights for shot2 8.0
62.00
MONTH 182 TOTAL 2729.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS. I
2729.00
JuneWeek 1
6/1 Light sc3 shot 3,4 8.0
6/2 Light sc3 shot 5,6 render and separate 5 light shot 7 8.0
6/3 Light sc3 shot 8,9,10 8.0
6/4 Light sc3 shot 11,12,13 run renders 8.0
6/5 Light and render 14,15 run renders separate backgrounds 8.0
6/6 Cleanup and renders on sc3 8.0
6/7 Start compositing sc3 DF 8.0
56.00
June Week 2
6/8 Today my hard drive fried, computer IDE controller fried 9.0
6/9 Apollo 13 day - deep panic transfer system files to new HD 10.0
6/12 Thesis paper set up Ginny's computer as a back up 8.0
6/13 Start Thesis paper 7.0
81
6/14 Writing concept on paper 7.0
6/15 Writing sections on paper 8.0
6/16 Review first draft of paper 5.0
54.00
JuneWeek 3
6/19 Start searching for sounds 6.0
6/20 Sound recording collecting sounds experimenting 8.0
6/21 Sound recording sounds 8.0
6/22 Work on sound tests 4.0
6/23 Pick up new Machine 3.0
6/24 Installing HD on new machine, some software 7.0
6/25 Installing software on new Machine 4.0
6/26 Roland Williams Golf Tournament with Malcolm -break 0.0
40.00
June Week 4
6/27 Resume work, catch up on paper work, light sc3 shot 6 8.0
6/28 Composite sc3 first shots 0.0
6/29 Composite sc3 shots 6






MONTH 150 TOTAL 2879.00
DATE TASK TIME HRS.
2879.00
JulyWeek 1




7/5 Composite sc3 shots 8.0
7/6 Composites on last shots for sc3 8.0
111 Composites on last shots for sc3 8.0
JulyWeek 2
24.00
7/8 Light shots for sc5 8.0
82
7/9 Light shots for sc5 render sc5 8.0
7/10 Composite sc5 8.0
7/11 Composite sc5 8.0
7/12 Start lighting sc6 shots 8.0
7/13 Start lighting sc6 shots 8.0
7/14 Sc6 lighting 8.0
56.00
JulyWeek 3
7/15 Sc6 lighting 8.0
7/16 Sc6 lighting 8.0
7/17 Sc6 lighting and rendering 8.0
7/18 Sc6 lighting and rendering 8.0
7/19 Sc6 animate new shot 8.0
7/20 Sc6 animate new shot 12.0
7/21 Sc6 lighting and rendering 12.0
7/22 Sc6 lighting and rendering 8.0
72.00
JulyWeek 4
7/23 Composite Sc6 8.0
7/24 Composite Sc6 8.0
7/25 Composite Sc6 8.0
7/26 Composite Sc6 8.0
7/27 Composite Sc6 work on titles 12.0
7/28 Titles start scene 4 8.0
7/29 Sc4 lighting 8.0
7/30 Sc4 lighting 8.0
68.00
MONTH 220 TOTAL 3099.00
I DATE TASK TIME HRS.
3099.00
AugustWeek 1
8/1 Lighting and animate new shots Sc4 8.0
8/2 Lighting and animate new shots Sc4 8.0
8/3 Sc4 lighting 8.0
8/4 Sc4 lighting 8.0
8/5 Sc4 lighting 8.0
8/6 Sc4 lighting and rendering 8.0




8/8 Composite Sc4 9.0
8/9 Composite Sc4 10.0
8/10 Assemble final cut video 12.0
8/11 Assemble final cut video 8.0
8/12 Assemble final cut video 12.0
8/15 Raw sound editing 9.0
8/16 Raw sound and editing 10.0
70.00
August Week 3
8/17 Sound and editing 8.0
8/18 Sound and editing 8.0
8/20 Sound and editing 8.0
8/21 Sound and editing 7.0
8/22 Sound and editing 9.0
8/23 Sound and editing 9.0
8/24 Color correction DVD testing 8.0
8/25 Clean up film odds and ends 8.0
65.00
August Week 4
8/26 Color corrections test DVD 8.0
8/27 Correct sc6 shots 8.0
8/28 Correct sc3 shots 8.0
8/29 Correct and re-light sc2 shots 8.0
8/30 Re-comp corrected shots 8.0
8/31 Test new DVD's after fixes f -final result end 7.0
0.0





final end of MFA) 47.00
MONTH 238 TOTAL 3337.00
84
